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Open price $0.90

I participated for a small amount in the IPO. I find these new Marijuana listings often see a dramatic
run up in price, the first couple weeks of trading and since the Marijuana sector is in rally mode, I
expect this one could move up very nicely. Good promoters and management in the deal.
Share structure: Approx.. 14.5m total shares outstanding (4.4m warrants at $1)
The float is tight with just over 4 million shares from the IPO free trading.
TransCanna Holdings Inc. through its California subsidiaries manages cannabis branding,
transportation and distribution companies in California that assists cannabis cultivators and
manufacturers in getting recognized by end-users and consumers. Currently, the Company offers their
client’s branding and design services, but intends to roll-out distribution, transportation and sales
services in the near future.
James Pakulis (Director, Chairman, CEO) is former CEO of General Cannabis, one of the first
cannabis pubcos in North America, which owned WeedMaps. From 2010 to 2012 Mr. Pakulis oversaw
the growth of General Cannabis from zero to over $16-million in annual revenue in twenty-four
months, created a market cap of $450 million. He is a former President and a Director of Lifestyle
Delivery Systems Inc., a vertically-integrated cannabis related entity operating in California.
Nam Tran — Brand Director has been in the brand and business development fields for over 20
years specializing in marketing, sales, distribution, production and events. He has garnered
nationwide recognition for his brand recognition in the music, fashion and action sports industries. In
2007, he entered the cannabis industry and has since provided bold, aggressive branding and cuttingedge marketing campaigns for cannabis-related entities including Raw Rolling Papers. He currently
oversees an expanding portfolio of 29 cannabis centric brands. Several of his past clients include:
Redbull, The Big Industry Show, Gopro, Bear Mtn, Hightimes, Pay Per View, 420 Rally, Simple Farms
and Fresh Water, among others.

•

December 2017: Received transportation & distribution permit from City of Adelanto, CA

•

December 2017: Executed land lease to build transportation & distribution facility in Adelanto

•

March 2018: Created Advisory Board made up of individuals with over 80 years of combined branding,
transportation and logistics, and armed security experience

•

April 2018: Executed contract to exclusively distribute 3 brands pending receipt of CA dist & trans
license

•

April 2018: Signed 23 exclusive branding contracts

•

April - December 2018: Reviewed 450 plus cannabis companies and performed advanced due
diligence on 48

•

January 2019: Completed $2.2m IPO ($0.50 units w/ $1 warrant)

More info at this link
https://investingnews.com/company-profiles/transcanna-cannabis-distributors-california/#disclaimer
I will pick the average price today as the entry point.
Smartcool Systems
Entry Price $0.04

TSXV: SSC

OTC: SSCFF
Recent Price $0.045
Opinion – strong buy

Yesterday SSC announced that sales for the 4th Quarter 2018 exceeded $2,400,000 CDN. This is the
highest quarterly sales achieved in the company’s history. It has taken longer but the sales and
traction I was expected are starting to come through. The stock did not respond much, but I see it as a
strong buy at these prices. Obviously they are on the road to success.
“I’m extremely excited about the sales that our team has achieved last quarter. It is becoming clear to
me that these sales are not an anomaly. The sales funnel has continued to grow and we are seeing
that advance into the first quarter with many multilocation opportunities proceeding to rollout of our
technologies.” explained CEO Konyi “Total Energy Concepts (TEC) continues to accelerate their sales
and has developed its sales funnel at an unprecedented rate. Activity in the UK continues to grow and
should produce a substantial result for 2019”
Damian Smith, President of TEC commented “The cost of electricity and the cost to maintain
equipment seems to be increasing exponentially, which means more expenses for a company’s
bottom line. What TEC brings to the table not only helps business cut expenses, save energy, and
improve efficiency and infrastructure, but we also bring years of engineering expertise to ensure what
we bring to the customer is the best possible solution that will improve the bottom line and energy
efficiency immediately. And with our $0 capital required procurement option, we can deliver positive
cash flow results month after month, year after year. The time is now to save energy and help
business owners give their business a raise!”
In the US, TEC is also benefiting from the REAP Grant program that has been extended to 2023,
which can pay for up to 25% of energy efficiency project costs in rural communities. The program has
already provided funding for some TEC projects and others are being considered.
Smartcool is currently negotiating sales channels with major companies and distributers in Europe,
Asia and around the world that, if successful, should add to the overall revenue and profitability in
2019.
On the chart, there appears to be strong suppport at 4 cents.

FSD Pharma
CSE:HUGE
Entry Price $0.125

Recent Price $0.42
Opinion – sell at $0.44 or higher

The marijuana sector and HUGE have seen a nice rally and I am using this opportunity to sell this one
off the Selection list. Proceeds could go into TCAN
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